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Abstract

Sensor node processing in resource-aware sensor net-
works is often critically dependent on dynamic signal pro-
cessing functionality — i.e., signal processing functional-
ity in which computational structure must be dynamically
assessed and adapted based on time-varying environmen-
tal conditions, operating constraints or application require-
ments. In dynamic signal processing systems, it is important
to provide flexibility for run-time adaptation of application
behavior and execution characteristics, but in the domain
of resource-aware sensor networks, such flexibility cannot
come with significant costs in terms of power consumption
overhead or reduced predictability. In this paper, we review
a variety of complementary models of computation that are
being developed as part of the dataflow interchange format
(DIF) project to facilitate efficient and reliable implementa-
tion of dynamic signal processing systems. We demonstrate
these methods in the context of resource-aware sensor net-
works.

1. Introduction

Dynamic signal processing systems, where significant
changes in computational structure must be achieved while
applications are running, are becoming increasingly impor-
tant as computational platforms becomemore powerful, and
feature-sets of signal-processing-powered applications be-
come more sophisticated. A major objective in the dataflow
interchange format (DIF) project is the development of effi-
cient methods for design and implementation of signal pro-
cessing systems from static and dynamic dataflow represen-
tations [8]. In this paper, we provide a discussion of differ-
ent dataflow models of computation that are being devel-
oped in DIF project to help address the challenges of struc-
tured specification, simulation, and synthesis of dynamic
signal processing systems. These models include the fol-

lowing.

• Enable-invoke dataflow (EIDF), which is aimed at im-
proving the predictability of actor invocation and the
efficiency with which dynamic scheduling techniques
can be realized [20].

• Parameterized synchronous dataflow (PSDF), which
allows arbitrary parameters of synchronous dataflow
graphs to be adapted at run-time, and allows for con-
struction of streamlined quasi-static schedules based
on the framework of parameterized looped sched-
ules [2, 11].

• The dataflow schedule graph (DSG), which provides
a formal framework for representing and analyzing
dataflow graph schedules, and accommodates a wide
range of schedule classes, including static, quasi-static,
and dynamic schedules, as well as both sequential and
parallel schedule formats [24].

In this paper, we review the EIDF, DSG, and PSDF mod-
els of computation, and discuss their potential to improve
the quality of embedded software for resource-aware sen-
sor networks.

2. Background on dataflow graphs

Dataflow is widely used as a programmingmethodology
for design and implementation of signal processing systems
(e.g., see [3]). In the context of signal processing systems,
dataflow provides a formal representation of high level sig-
nal flowgraph functionality, which can be leveraged to help
verify key implementation properties, and optimize objec-
tives such as performance, memory requirements, and en-
ergy consumption. In dataflow programming, an applica-
tion is represented as a directed graph in which vertices
(actors) represent computational modules, and edges rep-
resent first in first out (FIFO) buffers that connect pairs of
communicating actors.
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Rather than executing as continuous processes, dataflow
actors execute as sequences of discrete computational units,
which are referred to as firings. Firings can be executed
through the control of a static schedule, a run-time process
(dynamic scheduler), or a hybrid combination of static and
dynamic scheduling subsystems. This concept of discrete
firings is sometimes used to distinguish dataflow from the
more generalKahn process network (KPN) model, although
in informal discussions, the terms dataflow graph and KPN
are often used interchangeably [9, 14].

As actors fire, they consume data values from their input
FIFOs, and produce data values onto their output FIFOs.
Conceptually, these data values are encapsulated in objects
called tokens, although when primitive data type values are
exchanged, they are typically moved to and from FIFOs in a
“raw” fashion, without being embedded in any higher level
storage structures.

Of particular interest for design of dynamic signal pro-
cessing processing system are techniques for quasi-static
scheduling, where a significant component of scheduling
structure is fixed statically, and adaptations on top of the
fixed scheduling structure are performed at run-time with
relatively low overhead [12]. Quasi-static scheduling pro-
vides useful trade-offs among flexibility, efficiency, and pre-
dictability, and is increasingly used in model-based design
processes for signal processing [3].

3. Enable-invoke dataflow

Dataflow models for signal processing are often charac-
terized in terms of restrictions or assumptions on the rates
(in terms of tokens per firing) at which actors produce and
consume data from their input and output ports, respec-
tively. Characteristics of these rates, called token transfer
rates, typically have strong influence on scheduling tech-
niques and other important forms of dataflow graph analy-
sis.

Synchronous dataflow (SDF) refers to a restricted form
of dataflow in which token transfer rates are constant, and
statically known [13]. This form of token transfer pre-
dictability promotes the development of powerful tech-
niques for analysis and optimization, and there is a large and
growing body of literature on such SDF techniques (e.g.,
see [13, 8, 5, 16, 7, 25, 3]. However, the restriction to con-
stant token transfer rates significantly limits the expressive
power of SDF. This limitation is significant for many sen-
sor network systems — in particular, systems that must rely
on dynamic signal processing behavior, as described in Sec-
tion 1.

Enable-invoke dataflow (EIDF) provides a highly ex-
pressive, dynamic dataflow model of computation in which
actors are specified in terms ofmodes, which can be viewed
intuitively as different “SDF configurations” of actor execu-
tion. In other words, individual EIDFmodes of a given actor

must have fixed token transfer rates, but the rates of differ-
ent modes for the same actor can vary. Since the current
mode can change after each actor firing, dynamic dataflow
can be achieved through mode trajectories that have hetero-
geneous token transfer rates.

Fireability for an EIDF actor can be characterized in
terms of a function called the enabling function. Given an
EIDF actor A with mode set M , in(A) input ports, and
out(A) output ports, the enabling function εA for A is a
Boolean valued function

εA : (TA ×MA) → B, (1)

where TA = N in(A) represents the set of all possible com-
binations of buffer populations on the input FIFOs of A
(here, N = {0, 1, . . .} is the set of non-negative integers),
andB = {true, false} represents the set of Boolean values.
If A has no input ports, then the enabling function for A is
uniformly true-valued: εA(m) = true for all m.

Intuitively, εA(x1, x2, . . . , xin(A),m) is true-valued if
and only if in mode m, the constant consumption rate for
each ith input port of A is less than or equal to xi. An actor
can be executed in a given mode at a given point in time if
and only if the enabling function is true-valued at that time.

When an EIDF actor is executed in a given mode m, it
consumes ci tokens from each ith input port, where ci is the
constant consumption rate that is associated with port i and
modem; produces pi tokens on each ith output port, where
pi is the constant production rate associated with i and m;
and returns a “mode subset” ν ⊆ M , which gives the set
of possible next modes of the actor (i.e., the set of possible
modes in which the next firing of the actor can execute).

Thus, when an EIDF actor fires, it must do so according
to a specific (single) mode, and the actor must be enabled
with respect to a given mode before it can be fired in that
mode. The provision for multiple next mode possibilities
(| ν |> 1) allows for specification of non-deterministic sys-
tems where the actual selection of next modes is not part of
the specification, but left rather to the implementation (i.e.,
to a scheduler that selects the actual next mode at any given
time from the corresponding set ν of possible next modes).

When EIDF is restricted such that there is always ex-
actly one possible next mode (ν = 1), the resulting model
of computation is deterministic in the sense that the in-
puts and initial state (e.g., parameter settings) of a speci-
fication uniquely determine the outputs. This determinis-
tic special case of EIDF is called core functional dataflow
(CFDF) [20], and is the basis for a major component of
the capability in DIF for modeling dynamic signal process-
ing applications. Although CFDF is significantly restricted
compared to EIDF, it is highly expressive as a determin-
istic dataflow model of computation. Indeed, it has been
shown that Boolean dataflow actors [4] can be transformed
into functionally equivalent CFDF actors [20]. From such a



transformation and the established Turing completeness of
Boolean dataflow, it can be demonstrated that CFDF is also
Turing complete.

In EIDF and CFDF, enabling and invoking capabilities
of an actor must be specified separately. In other words,
a function in the actor API (method) must be dedicated to
implementing the enabling function (returning whether or
not the actor is ready for its next firing based on the cur-
rent state of the input FIFOs and a given mode argument),
and a separate method (the invoking method) must be ded-
icated to executing one firing of the actor in a given mode
under the assumption that all required input data is avail-
able. If the invoking method is called when there is not suf-
ficient input data, the results are in general unpredictable.
For each call to the invoking method, the designer or en-
closing tool can ensure sufficient data through appropriate
static or quasi-static scheduling techniques or by first check-
ing the status of the input buffers using the enabling method.
In practice — in particular, when bounded FIFO buffers are
employed — it is useful to extend the enabling method to
ensure that the output buffers have sufficient empty space
(i.e., to accommodate the output data produced by a given
actor mode). Such an extension is easy to incorporate when
implementing the EIDF model.

In the implementation of dataflow tools, functionality re-
lated to the EIDF enabling and invoking methods are often
interleaved. Even when they are not interleaved, the separa-
tion is conventionally not defined as a first-class citizen of
the computationalmodel, which makes it impossible for de-
velopers of scheduling techniques to reliably take advantage
of it. As a common scenario, for example, an actor firing
may have computations that are interleaved with blocking
reads of data that provide successive inputs to those compu-
tations. In contrast, there is a full separation of enabling and
invoking capabilities in EIDF. This separation helps to im-
prove the predictability of an actor invocation (since avail-
ability of the required data can be guaranteed in advance
by the enable method), and to develop efficient quasi-static
scheduling techniques (through the standardized provisions
for low-overhead fireability checking). Both of these fea-
tures — predictability and support for quasi-static schedul-
ing — are useful in addressing the real-time constraints and
energy consumption minimization objectives that are char-
acteristic in the domain of resource-aware sensor networks.

This separation also leads naturally to a concept of
guarded execution. If A is an EIDF actor, then a guarded
execution of A at time t has no effect if A is not enabled at
time t, and has the effect of firing A once if A is enabled at
time t. This concept of guarded execution provides a use-
ful primitive for the design of CFDF scheduling techniques,
and their representation in terms of intuitive schedule tree
structures [19].

A useful application of CFDF modeling and the concept

Figure 1. PSDF representation for the embedded speech recogni-
tion system of [18].

of guarded execution is the technique of mode grouping,
which provides increased flexibility in identifying static re-
gions — i.e., localized subsystems that exhibit constant to-
ken transfer rates — in dataflow graphs [19]. Static regions
can be exploited in quasi-static scheduling by processing
them with streamlined SDF scheduling techniques, and em-
bedding the resulting SDF “region schedules” within the
control of a global dynamic, inter-region scheduler [6]. By
using CFDF modes as the basic primitive of static region
construction, designers and tools generally have available a
larger design space of static regions compared to conven-
tional static region techniques, which are restricted to actor-
based regions. This enhanced design space can lead to more
powerful optimization by quasi-static schedulers.

4. Parameterized synchronous dataflow

Parameterized synchronous dataflow (PSDF) can be
viewed as the model of computation that results when
the parameterized dataflow meta-model [2] is applied to
integrate dynamic parameterization features into the syn-
chronous dataflow model.

To illustrate DIF-based signal processing system design
methods based on PSDF semantics, Figure 1 shows a PSDF
representation for an embedded speech recognition system
that was proposed in [18]. In this representation, sensing
inputs and start detection schemes are modeled using the
init and subinit graphs of PSDF, and the speech recognition
processing algorithm is modeled using a body graph. In the
PSDF framework, the body graph associated with a subsys-
tem specification is used to represent the core signal pro-
cessing functionality for the subsystem, while the optional
init and subinit graphs are used to specify the functionality
associated with any dynamic parameter adaptation in the
subsystem (e.g., methods for updating parameter values as-
sociated with the body graph).

In the PSDF representation of Figure 1, the number of
speech samples L that comprises a speech instance (i.e., a
single instance of speech that is to be analyzed for the pres-
ence of a word) is set in the init graph. The value of L



relates to the sampling frequency that is employed, and the
maximum time duration for a recognizable word. The init
graph also determines the frame size M , which gives the
FFT block size (“frame size”) prior to any zero padding.

In the subinit graph, voice data is sampled, and a noise
elimination scheme can optionally (e.g., if energy availabil-
ity and performance constraints permit) be implemented to
reduce sampling noise. Then a start detection scheme is ex-
ecuted to detect the start of an utterance for a speech word.
Once a possible utterance is detected,N consecutive signal
samples are captured and stored in the memory of the asso-
ciated sensor node for further processing. The value of N
is set to be equal to the value of L, as determined by the init
graph.

The processing steps for speech recognition are then ap-
plied to blocks of N = L collected samples. Here, in order
to ensure real-time processing, a circular window is main-
tained associated with the start detection scheme so that the
past L− 1 samples are kept at each point in time.

In the PSDF body graph, the synchronous dataflow
(SDF) model is applied to model the core speech recogni-
tion processing functionality for the application [13]. The
core functionality includes algorithms for pre-emphasis,
framing, FFT, feature extraction, inverse FFT, parameteri-
zation, and matching.

By embedding the speech processing functionality of
Figure 1 in each node of a wireless sensor network, we
have developed a distributed automatic speech recognition
(DASR) system. This DASR system is designed to recog-
nize isolated spoken words through a wireless sensor net-
work that is based on a single-cluster, master-slave topol-
ogy [22]. To optimize energy consumption and maximize
overall network lifetime, it is useful to partition the body
graph processing for each sensor (slave) node such that a
subset of the processing is off-loaded to the master node.
Such energy-driven partitioning of synchronous dataflow
graphs can involve complex design spaces with wide varia-
tion in energy efficiency among alternative partitions [22].
Careful selection of a partition is thus important in terms of
the system lifetime.

Using this PSDF-based application representation in
conjunction with the partitioning scheme described above,
we can achieve over 50% improvement in system lifetime.
This improvement is achieved by modeling the energy con-
sumption of sensor data processing and transceiver opera-
tion, and using these models in conjunction with the high
level dataflow representation of Figure 1 to distribute the
functionality across the sensor network for optimized en-
ergy consumption [22].

A variety of methods have been developed for modeling
and analysis using PSDF and related modeling techniques.
An exploration of PSDF and more general parameterized
dataflow techniques for modeling of software defined ra-

dio systems is explored in [1] . Application of PSDF tech-
niques to field programmable gate array implementation of
the physical layer for 3GPP-Long Term Evolution (LTE)
is investigated in [10]. The integration of concepts related
to parameterized dataflow in language extensions for em-
bedded streaming systems is explored in [15]. Techniques
for analysis and verification of hierarchically reconfigurable
dataflow graphs are explored in [17].

5. The Dataflow Schedule Graph

As described earlier, scheduling is an important task in
the process of mapping a dataflow graph into an implemen-
tation. Scheduling generally involves the process of as-
signing actors to processors and ordering actor subsets that
share common processors. By a “processor” in this con-
text, we mean a hardware resource on which execution is
time-multiplexed by actors that are assigned to it. Schedul-
ing has a major effect on key implementation objectives,
and many scheduling techniques are geared toward optimiz-
ing specific subsets of these objectives. Commonly-targeted
objectives of optimized schedulers include exploiting par-
allelism, streamlining buffer management, and minimizing
energy or power consumption. For discussions of various
scheduling techniques in the context of signal processing
system design, we refer the reader to [3].

Motivated by the fundamental role of scheduling in
dataflow-based design, the dataflow schedule graph (DSG)
representation has been developed as formal model for ex-
pressing a broad class of schedule structures, including
static, dynamic, and quasi-static schedules, as well as both
sequential and parallel schedules. Key objectives of the
DSG representation include the following.

• To provide a common representation for representing,
analyzing, and manipulating dataflow graph schedules.

• Flexible support for alternative application-level
dataflowmodels, such as BDF, CFDF, PSDF, SDF, and
many other forms of dataflow.

• Interoperability with other, more specialized schedule
models.

• Formulation of scheduling logic in terms of dataflow
based principles; that is, DSGs provide representations
of dataflow graph schedules in terms of dataflow se-
mantics.

The DSG representation, as introduced in [24], is for-
mulated in terms of CFDF semantics, which is highly ex-
pressive and subsumes many other useful dataflow models
as special cases [21]. However, the DSG representation can
be extended or adapted to work with other modeling tech-
niques; see [24] for further details.



DSG representations are intended to complement corre-
sponding dataflow-based application models by providing
formal representations of schedules for those models. More
precisely, given a dataflow-based application model G and
a given target architecture (collection of processors) A, a
DSG D(G) for G is another dataflow graph, which repre-
sents a schedule for G on A. The DSG D(G) does not ex-
plicitly model data communication between actors, as this is
already modeled inG. Instead, tokens that flow along edges
of D(G) serve to enable actors for execution. Such tokens
can be viewed intuitively as actor-level “program counters”
for the associated processors in A.

To enforce the assumption that processors execute only
one actor at a time, the DSG model is formulated to ensure
that the DSG subgraph sp(D) corresponding to each indi-
vidual processor p in A contains at most one token at any
given time. Formally, sp(D) is formed from the subset Zp

of actors in D(G) that is associated with scheduling logic
and actor execution on p, together with all of the edges in
D(G) whose source and sink vertices are in Zp.

Intuitively, DSGs include three kinds of actors:

• Reference actors (RAs). An RA in D(G) can be
viewed as an execution (firing) wrapper for a specific
application graph actor (called the referenced actor of
the RA) in G. Intuitively, an RA corresponds to a
CFDF guarded execution of its referenced actor. RAs
themselves obey homogeneous synchronous dataflow
(HSDF) semantics, which means that the token trans-
fer rates on their ports are uniformly equal to 1.

• Schedule control actors (SCAs). SCAs provide for
modeling of dynamic scheduling structures in DSGs.
Unlike previous kinds of dynamic scheduling struc-
tures, SCAs are not restricted to pre-defined schemas,
and provide a flexible and general framework for build-
ing dynamic scheduling constructs. SCAs adhere to
lumped HSDF semantics, which means that on each
firing the total number of tokens consumed across all
input ports equals 1, and similarly, the number of to-
kens consumed across all output ports equals 1.

• Interprocessor communication actors (ICAs). ICAs
are used to construct concurrent DSGs, which model
parallel schedules. ICAs embed functionality for
sending and receiving data across distinct processors,
and performing associated synchronization functions.
These actors are similar to the kinds of inter-processor
communication actors used in the synchronization
graph and interprocessor communication graph mod-
els (e.g., see [23]), but are not restricted to the context
of HSDF schedules, as they are in those earlier models.

As a simple illustration of the capabilities in DSGs to
model quasi-static schedules, Figure 2 illustrates a DSG

Figure 2. A dataflow schedule graph representation of a quasi-
static schedule for a Boolean dataflow application graph.

representation (bottom of the figure) for a BDF application
graph (top of the figure). The actors labeled switch and
select in the application graph are fundamental dynamic
dataflow actors in BDF; each actor labeled RX in the DSG
is a reference actor with the associated referenced actor be-
ing the actor X in the BDF graph; and the other two DSG
actors are schedule control actors. For further details on this
example, we refer the reader to [24].

The DSG representation is useful in the design and im-
plementation of resource-aware sensor networks as it pro-
vides a common, formal framework through which a wide
variety of scheduling techniques can be modeled. This
makes the representation suitable as an intermediate repre-
sentation for design tools, and also as a basis for software
architectures that support designer-constructed schedules.
For more details on the DSG representation, we refer the
reader to [24].

6. Summary

In this paper, we have motivated the problem of dynamic
signal processing in resource-aware sensor networks, and
presented a set of complementary models of computation
that are being developed in the dataflow interchange format
(DIF) project to help address this problem. Specifically, we
have covered the enable-invoke dataflow model for model-
ing of dynamic dataflow applications; parameterized syn-
chronous dataflow model for modeling of reconfigurable
dataflow behavior; and dataflow schedule graph for model-
ing of static, dynamic, and quasi-static schedule structures.
We have also drawn connections to the large body of related
work from which these methods have evolved, and have
been motivated. The EIDF, PSDF and DSG models help to
provide structured, formally-rooted methods for addressing



the challenges of implementing dynamic signal processing
reliably and efficiently in resource-aware sensor networks,
and other important forms of signal processing systems.
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